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Abstract
Personalized dialogue systems explore the001
problem of generating responses that are con-002
sistent with the user’s personality, which have003
raised much attention in recent years. Exist-004
ing personalized dialogue systems have tried005
to extract user profiles from dialogue history to006
guide personalized response generation. Since007
the dialogue history is usually long and noisy,008
most existing methods truncate the dialogue009
history to model the user personality. Such010
methods can generate some personalized re-011
sponses, but a large part of dialogue history012
is wasted, leading to sub-optimal performance013
of personalized response generation. In this014
work, we propose to refine the user dialogue015
history from a large scale, based on which we016
can handle more dialogue history and obtain a017
more abundant and accurate persona informa-018
tion. Specifically, we design an MSP model019
which consists of three personal information020
refiners and a personalized response genera-021
tor. With these multi-level refiners, we can022
sparsely extract the most valuable information023
(tokens) from the dialogue history and lever-024
age other similar users’ data to enhance the025
personalization. Experimental results on two026
real-world datasets demonstrate the superiority027
of our model in generating more informative028
and personalized responses.1029

1 Introduction030

Recent years have witnessed great progress on031

building personalized dialogue systems. In gen-032

eral, previous work explores building a personal-033

ized dialogue system via two pathways: (1) di-034

rectly modelling user personality from predefined035

persona descriptions or user attribute (Qian et al.,036

2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Song et al., 2019); and (2)037

implicitly modelling the user personality from the038

user’s dialogue history (Li et al., 2016c; Ma et al.,039

2021). The latter is considered superior as the dia-040

logue history is easy to obtain and comprises rich041

1Our codes are released in anonymous.4open.science.

personalized information. In this paper, we follow 042

the second pathway that automatically learns im- 043

plicit user profile from the user’s dialogue history 044

to assist personalized response generation. 045

It is challenging to model user personality di- 046

rectly from the dialogue history. The reason is that 047

a user’s dialogue history might contain massive his- 048

torical dialogues, which are too heavy to load in 049

the model and likely to be noisy. A straightforward 050

solution is to truncate the dialogue history, as has 051

been done by existing work (Ma et al., 2021; Qian 052

et al., 2021a). However, as tremendous information 053

has been wasted, the model’s performance is also 054

influenced. On the other hand, we observe that the 055

dialogue history from other users’ may also be help- 056

ful in generating a personalized response for the 057

current user. For example, users with the same in- 058

terest on “soccer” may talk about similar things on 059

such a topic. This has been overlooked by existing 060

methods. Intuitively, the problem of “data explo- 061

sion” is even more severe in the latter case (when 062

other similar users’ dialogue history is also con- 063

sidered). To alleviate these problems, we propose 064

using a hierarchical refiner structure to sparsely 065

extract the most valuable query-aware persona in- 066

formation from both the current and other simi- 067

lar users’ dialogue history. By this means, more 068

dialogue history can be utilized for learning user 069

personality and improving response generation. 070

Our model is called MSP, which stands for 071

Modeling and Selecting user Personality from the 072

dialogue history for generating personalized re- 073

sponses. Instead of attending to all dialogue his- 074

tory, MSP refines the most valuable historical in- 075

formation that can well portray the user personality 076

and guide the response generation. Specifically, 077

MSP consists of three personal information refin- 078

ers working in different levels and a personalized 079

response generator. At first, a user refiner is de- 080

signed to select a group of users who have similar 081

interests with the current user. By refining dialogue 082
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history at the user level, we can obtain similar data083

to share information with similar users and avoid084

mutual interference with other users. Then, a topic085

refiner filters out the current and similar users’ di-086

alogue history that has different topics with the087

current query in sentence level. Next, we design088

a token refiner to extract the most valuable query-089

aware user profiles from the remaining dialogue090

history in the token level. Finally, a personalized091

response generator combines user profiles and the092

current query to generate responses. Given that093

there is no explicit supervisory signal guiding the094

refiner extract an exemplary user profile, we design095

a supplementary sentence matching task and a joint096

training method. The generator will construct a097

pseudo-label to guide the refiner’s extraction.098

Our contributions are three-fold: (1) We design099

an MSP model to tackle the data noise problem. It100

can efficiently refine user profiles through dialogue101

history and generate personalized responses. (2)102

We design a refiner structure to extract the query-103

aware profile in three levels. The similar users’104

information is taken into account, which can help105

improve the personality for the response. (3) We106

design a joint training method of the refiner and107

generator. The refiner provides the generator with108

user profiles to assist in generating responses, while109

the generator constructs a pseudo-label for the re-110

finer to assist in selecting user profiles.111

2 Related Work112

Personalized dialogue generation. Open-domain113

dialogue generation has been extensively stud-114

ied (Koehn et al., 2003; Vinyals and Le, 2015;115

Serban et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2019a,b; Xiao116

et al., 2020). Recently, personalized dialogue sys-117

tems have attached more and more attention. Typ-118

ical methods include: (1) explicitly using prede-119

fined persona descriptions or attributes as users’120

profile to generate personalized responses (Qian121

et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Olabiyi et al., 2019;122

Song et al., 2019); (2) using user ID embeddings123

to enhance personalized dialogue generation (Li124

et al., 2016c; Chan et al., 2019); and (3) extracting125

implicit user profile from users’ dialogue history126

to generate personalized responses (Al-Rfou et al.,127

2016; Bak and Oh, 2019). Since manually col-128

lecting user profiles is impractical for large-scale129

datasets and the user ID embeddings perform badly,130

in this study, we focus on the last group of methods131

for personalized response generation.132

DHAP (Ma et al., 2021) is the state-of-the-art 133

method in personalized dialogue generation. It uses 134

a transformer-based structure to model the user’s di- 135

alogue history and extract personal information for 136

response generation. Unfortunately, this model can 137

only handle a limited number of user dialogue his- 138

tories, wasting a lot of valuable information. Our 139

method has two main differences with DHAP: (1) 140

We propose a refiner structure in our model so that 141

more dialogue history can be handled and the most 142

valuable information can be extracted for improv- 143

ing response generation. (2) With our proposed 144

refiner, we can further incorporate more dialogue 145

history from other users (having similar interests) 146

to facilitate personalized dialogue generation. 147

Retrieval-guided natural language generation. 148

Retrieval-based methods can collect relevant infor- 149

mation for language generation (Yang et al., 2019). 150

It has been widely applied in many tasks such as 151

text style transfer (Li et al., 2018) and dialogue gen- 152

eration (Wu et al., 2019; Cai et al., 2019). The idea 153

of using a retrieval system to get useful information 154

inspires our study. We use a refiner to automati- 155

cally extract personal information from dialogue 156

history and guide the personalized generation. 157

3 Methodology 158

3.1 Problem Statement and Overview 159

Considering a set of users U = {u1, · · · , ul}, for 160

any user ui, we have their dialogue history with 161

others U i = {(qi1, ri1), · · · , (qit, rit)}, where qij is 162

a query issued by others, while rij is the corre- 163

sponding response given by ui.2 Our target is to 164

generate a personalized response ri for the user ui 165

to reply a new query q. As we introduced earlier, 166

the personalized information can be obtained from 167

the dialogue history U i of the user ui and other 168

dialogue history U j from similar users uj(j ̸= i). 169

The overview of our MSP model is shown in 170

Figure 1. MSP consists of three personal infor- 171

mation refiners working in different levels and a 172

personalized response generator. Specifically, the 173

first refiner is working at the user-level. By com- 174

paring the dialogue history of the current user ui 175

with others, MSP can select a group of users having 176

similar interests with ui. After obtaining a group 177

of similar users, we further refine their dialogue 178

2Here we use the term “query” to denote the utterance
given by others. Generally, the query can be either one utter-
ance in single-turn dialogues, or several history utterances in
multi-turn dialogues.
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Figure 1: The overview structure of the proposed model which consists of four modules: (1) user refiner, (2) topic
refiner, (3) token refiner, and (4) generator.

history according to the relevance with the current179

query’s topic. Moreover, we add the last refiner to180

extract several tokens so that the most fine-grained181

personal information can be extracted from the rele-182

vant utterances. Finally, the query and the extracted183

tokens are fed into the generator and construct a184

personalized response.185

3.2 User Refiner186

The dialogue history of users with similar interests187

may share much personal information. Therefore,188

our first target is to select a group of users with sim-189

ilar interests to the current user. We design a user190

refiner to achieve this. Since the users’ interest is191

usually contained in their dialogues with others, we192

consider both the queries and responses in the dia-193

logue history to select similar users. Specifically,194

for the user ui’s dialogue history U i, we apply a195

pre-trained BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and repre-196

sent them by the embedding of “[CLS]” token:197

Ui
q =

t∑
j=1

BERT(qij), Ui
r =

t∑
j=1

BERT(rij).198

Then, we can select ku users that have similar in-199

terest with the current user ui:200

usim = TopK(Ui ·Uj , ku), (1)201

Ui = [Ui
q;U

i
r], (2)202

where TopK(·, ·) is the top-k selection operation. 203

After the user refiner, we can obtain the dialogue 204

history of the similar users {uj}kuj=1. It is worth not- 205

ing that, since the number of users is large in the 206

datasets, we choose to use the dot-product to com- 207

pute the similarity of the users so that the whole 208

process can be implemented by dense retrieval li- 209

braries, such as Faiss (Johnson et al., 2017), which 210

is very efficient. 211

3.3 Topic Refiner 212

The users’ dialogue history often contains many di- 213

alogues with others. These dialogues have various 214

topics, which may be irrelevant to the current query. 215

Therefore, we propose a topic refiner to select rel- 216

evant dialogue history for personalized response 217

generation. Specifically, we use a topic classifier to 218

compute the topic distribution of the current query 219

q and the queries qij in the history dialogues: 220

t = MLP(mean(BERT(q)), (3) 221

tij = MLP(mean(BERT(qij)), (4) 222

where t, tij ∈ Rdt×1, and dt is the number of topic. 223

Then, we filter out the dialogue history < qij , r
i
j > 224

that has different topics with the current query, i.e., 225

max(tij) ̸= max(t). 226

In the topic refining process, we compare the 227

queries in the history dialogues with the current 228

query to filter out topic-irrelevant dialogues. This 229

3



process can further reduce the noise and make our230

model more lightweight. Both the dialogue history231

of the current user and that of the similar users232

(obtained in the former step) are refined. In the next233

step, we will use the responses in these selected234

history dialogues and extract the most valuable235

tokens for personalized response generation.236

3.4 Token Refiner237

After the previous two refiners, we obtain a col-238

lection of historical responses. Though we can239

directly add them into the generation process, our240

preliminary experiments indicate that they perform241

poorly. A major reason is the noisy quality of the242

responses. Indeed, existing studies (Shang et al.,243

2015; Borgeaud et al., 2021) have demonstrated244

the effectiveness of using informative tokens to im-245

prove the response generation. Inspired by these246

studies, we further devise a token refiner to extract247

the most fine-grained information (tokens) from248

the historical responses. Specifically, we compute249

an attention map A between the query q and the250

historical responses rsim and rcur (they are from the251

similar users and the current user respectively) as:252

A = softmax

(
QKT

√
d

)
, (5)253

Q = TRMenc(q) ·WQ, (6)254

K = TRMenc(r) ·WK , (7)255

where TRMenc(·) is a transformer encoder. r refers256

to rsim or rcur, and correspondingly, A refers to257

the similar user matching map Asim and current258

user matching map Acur. WQ,WK ∈ Rd×d are259

parameters, and d is the dimension of the hidden260

state. After obtaining the attention matching map261

A, we select tokens to form the similar users’ pro-262

file and current user’s profile according to each263

token’s attention weight:264

csim = TopK(Max(Asim), kp), (8)265

cper = TopK(Max(Acur), kp), (9)266

where kp is a hyper-parameter to control the num-267

ber of profile tokens.268

3.5 Generator269

We use a transformer decoder as to generate a per-270

sonalized response by using the similar users’ pro-271

file csim, current user’s profile ccur, and query in-272

formation q as input. The decoding process can be273

defined as: 274

ŷ = TRMdec(x), (10) 275

x = [csim; cper;q], (11) 276

where [;] is the concatenation operation and ŷ is 277

the word generation probability. 278

3.6 Training and Optimization 279

The generator is optimized by maximizing the gen- 280

eration probability of the ground-truth y: 281

Lg = −y log ŷ. (12) 282

In practice, we find that the token refiner is hard 283

to train. We speculate the reason is a missing of 284

direct supervision signals. In this case, it is diffi- 285

cult to tell whether the training errors stem from 286

the generation process or the refining process. To 287

tackle this problem, we propose a supplementary 288

sentence matching task to assist the token selection. 289

Supplementary sentence matching task. The 290

core idea of this task is to train the token refiner 291

directly by introducing supervision signals so that 292

it can automatically mine valuable tokens. Specifi- 293

cally, we design a sentence matching task to match 294

the query with the dialogue history. The task’s 295

target is to find the history sentences that help gen- 296

erate personalized responses. We consider using 297

the query-history cross attention weight A to gen- 298

erate a matching representation and then use this 299

representation to finish the task. In this way, once 300

the matching task has been well-finished, we can 301

use attention map A to identify the most informa- 302

tive and valuable parts of a history sentence that 303

are helpful to generate a personalized response. 304

To achieve our idea, we design a matching pro- 305

cess. Firstly, we calculate the matching represen- 306

tations H by the cross-attention map A and then 307

apply a CNN with a max-pooling operation to ag- 308

gregate token information: 309

S = Maxpool(CNN(H)) (13) 310

H = A ·V, (14) 311

V = TRMenc(r) ·WV . (15) 312

Next we flatten S and applies a LSTM to aggregate 313

the sentence information: 314

h = LSTM(Flatten(S)). (16) 315

Finally we use sentence matching vector h to com- 316

pute the matching score: 317

ĝ = Sigmoid(MLP(h)). (17) 318
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Algorithm 1 Joint training process

Input: M dialogue triplets:D = {⟨qi, yi, ri⟩}Mi=1

Output: A personalized dialogue model
1: Init the refiner and generator module
2: while not converge do
3: Sample ns dialogue triplets Dq = {qi, yi, ri}ns

i=1

4: Get Ŷ q = {ŷi}ns
i=1 on Dq from pg (ŷ|q)

5: Get pseudo-label g on Dq

6: Train refiner by optimizing Ls on Dq

7: if Current Step >Nf then
8: Sample nd dialogue triplets Dp = {qi, yi, ri}nd

i=1

9: Extract Cp = {ci}nd
i=1 on Dp from ps (c|q, r)

10: Train generator by optimizing Lg on Dp ∪ Cp

11: end if
12: end while

For guiding the sentence matching task, we design319

a pseudo-label g to measure the matching goodness320

of each history sentence. We expect the history321

with more persona profile information can achieve322

a higher score. Thus we use the difference between323

personalized ground-truth y and non-personalized324

generated response probability ŷ to measure the325

persona profile and create the pseudo-label:326

g =

{
1, gsoft ≥ α

0, gsoft < α,
(18)327

gsoft = Sum(Max((y − ŷ) · r))/dy, (19)328

where dy is the length of ground-truth y and α is329

a threshold. Finally, we minimize the binary cross330

entropy loss between g and ĝ:331

Ls = g log ĝ + (1− g) log(1− ĝ). (20)332

Joint training. To facilitate the learning with the333

above gradient approximation approach, we design334

a joint training process to train the refiner and gener-335

ator in turn. Specifically, in each training iteration,336

we first sample a batch of query q, response y, simi-337

lar and current users’ dialogue history rsim and rper338

from dataset D. After through a non-personalized339

generator, we create the pseudo-label g (Eq.18).340

This pseudo-label is used to train the token refiner341

by optimizing the loss Ls (Eq. 20). Further, we342

sample another batch Dp from D. After extract-343

ing sim profile csim and persona profile cper (Eq.8,344

Eq.9), we generate the personalized response ŷ and345

update the generator by optimizing the loss Lg (Eq.346

12). To avoid bad profile misleading the generation347

at the beginning training process, we pre-train the348

refiner for Nf steps before extracting the profile349

for the generator. The detailed training process is350

summarized in Algorithm 1.351

4 Experiments 352

4.1 Datasets 353

To evaluate our model’s performance, we conduct 354

experiments on a Chinese Weibo3 dataset (Qian 355

et al., 2021b) and an English Reddit4 dataset. Both 356

are collected from open-domain social media plat- 357

forms. On these platforms, users can post vari- 358

ous topics, and other users can respond to them. 359

We compare user-id and timestamps to associate 360

the query with its corresponding response and the 361

current user’s dialogue history. As a result, each 362

training sample contains a query, a response, and a 363

sequence of dialogue history. Finally, the dataset 364

is divided into training, validation, and test sets in 365

chronological order. The statistics of the datasets 366

are provided in Appendix A. 367

4.2 Baselines 368

We compare our proposed model with eight highly 369

correlated and strong baselines. 5 They can be 370

categorized into four groups: 371

Non-personalized methods. (1) Seq2Seq- 372

Attention (Sutskever et al., 2014) is a vanilla 373

sequence-to-sequence model with attention mech- 374

anism (Luong et al., 2015). (2) MMI (Li et al., 375

2016a) is based on seq2seq and use maximum mu- 376

tual information as an extra loss to improve di- 377

versity. (3) DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2019b) is a 378

variant of GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) designed 379

for dialogue generation. 380

Predefined profile-based methods. Since there 381

are no persona descriptions in the datasets, we test 382

these methods by using the user’s dialogue history 383

as a simulation of predefined persona profiles. (4) 384

GPMN (Zhang et al., 2018) enhances the seq2seq 385

model with a memory module, which encodes and 386

stores the persona profile as memory representa- 387

tions. (5) PerCVAE (Zhao et al., 2017) encodes 388

predefined personalized sentences as a conditional 389

representation and uses CVAE to generate a per- 390

sonalized response. 391

User ID-based methods. (6) Speaker (Li et al., 392

2016c) is based on seq2seq while using user-id 393

embedding as user representation to facilitate the 394

response generation. (7) Persona WAE (Chan et al., 395

2019) uses WAE (Wasserstein autoencoder) for 396

response generation. It maps user-id embeddings 397

to a personalized Gaussian mixture distribution and 398

3https://www.weibo.com/
4https://www.reddit.com/
5The implementation details are given in Appendix B.
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then samples the personalized vector to guide the399

response generation.400

User dialogue history-based methods. (8)401

DHAP (Ma et al., 2021) uses history memory to402

store and construct the dynamic query-aware user403

profile from dialogue history and then uses a per-404

sonalized decoder to generate a response. Since405

this model also learns the user profile directly from406

the dialogue history, it is the most relevant baseline407

of our method.408

4.3 Evaluation409

Metric-based. We first evaluate all methods by410

several metrics with respect to different aspects.411

(1) BLEU-1/2 (Papineni et al., 2002) and ROUGE-412

L (Lin and Och, 2004) are typical word overlap-413

based metrics for measuring the similarity between414

the generated response and the ground-truth.6 (2)415

Distinct-1/2 (Li et al., 2016b) consider the num-416

ber of uni- or bi-grams in the generated response,417

which is commonly used for evaluating the diver-418

sity. (3) The embedding-based metrics (i.e., aver-419

age, extrema, and greedy) (Chan et al., 2019) are420

introduced to measure the semantic similarity be-421

tween the generated response and the ground-truth422

one. (4) As a personalized dialogue model, follow-423

ing previous studies (Ma et al., 2021), two tailored424

metrics are adopted to measure how much informa-425

tion is included in the dialogue history that can be426

reflected in the response. Persona-F1 (P-F1) (Lian427

et al., 2019) calculates the F1 value to measure428

the uni-grams co-occurring in both the generated429

response and the dialogue history. Persona Cov-430

erage (P-Cover) (Song et al., 2019) calculates the431

IDF-weighted word overlap between the generated432

response and the golden one so that the importance433

of different words can be taken into account.434

Human Annotation. Due to the variability of435

human language, a response that differs from the436

ground-truth may also be appropriate. Following437

previous studies (Chan et al., 2019), we conduct a438

human evaluation of all methods. Concretely, we439

sample 100 (query, response, user dialogue history)440

triplets and hire three well-educated annotators to441

score the responses generated by different mod-442

els. Three aspects, i.e., readability, informative-443

ness, and personalization, are considered. The first444

two factors are scored on a scale of [1, 3] for their445

quality, while the third is assessed on a scale of [0,446

6The results of BLEU-3/4 and ROUGE-1/2 are provided
in Appendix C.

1], indicating whether the response can accurately 447

reflect the user’s personality.7 448

4.4 Experimental Results 449

Metric-based evaluation. Table 1 shows all mod- 450

els’ performance under different metrics. On both 451

datasets, it is clear to see that our MSP model out- 452

performs baselines on all metrics. The improve- 453

ment is statistically significant (t-test with p-value 454

< 0.05). These findings indicate that our model 455

is capable of generating more fluent, diverse, and 456

personalized responses than all baselines. In par- 457

ticular, we can observe: (1) MSP achieves better 458

performance on overlap-based metrics. This sug- 459

gests that our model can provide responses that are 460

more similar to the ground-truth with the help of 461

the selected tokens. (2) For diversity metrics, the 462

higher distinct values show that our generated re- 463

sponses are more diverse. Additionally, predefined 464

profile-based methods and user dialogue history- 465

based methods outperform others. This shows that 466

incorporating external information can aid in the 467

generation of more informative responses. (3) In 468

addition to generating more overlapped words with 469

the ground-truth response, the improvements of 470

embedding metrics reflect that our model generates 471

more semantically relevant responses. (4) Finally, 472

the increase in personalized metrics implies that 473

our approach can incorporate more user-specific 474

information into the generation. Furthermore, the 475

significant improvement over DHAP demonstrates 476

that our model can extract more meaningful person- 477

alized information from the user dialogue history. 478

Human annotation. The result of human anno- 479

tation on the Weibo dataset is shown in Table 2. 480

The Fleiss Kappa is around 0.62, indicating a sub- 481

stantial agreement achieved by three annotators. In 482

general, the results of human annotation are con- 483

sistent with those of the metric-based evaluation. 484

Both of them demonstrate our model’s superiority 485

at generating more fluent, informative, and person- 486

alized responses. Compared to non-personalized 487

methods, user id-based methods can enhance per- 488

sonalization at the expense of readability. User 489

dialogue history-based methods (i.e., DHAP and 490

MSP) can largely improve the personalization of 491

the response while retaining a high level of read- 492

ability and informativeness. We attribute this to 493

the abundant personal information contained in the 494

user dialogue history. 495

7The detailed scoring criteria are described in Appendix D.
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Table 1: The result of metric-based evaluation on the Weibo dataset and Reddit Dataset. “†” indicates that our model
achieves significant improvement in t-test with p-value < 0.05.

Overlap-based Metric Diversity Embedding Metric Persona Metric

BLEU-1 BLEU-2 ROUGE-L Dist-1 Dist-2 Average Extrema Greedy P-F1 P-Cover

W
ei

bo

Seq2Seq 3.330† 0.294† 8.985† 0.930† 2.180† 0.321† 0.266† 0.254† 0.154† 0.041†

MMI 3.631† 0.095† 5.264† 10.710† 43.458† 0.477† 0.696† 0.305† 0.325† 0.054†

DialoGPT 6.068† 0.741† 8.459† 15.322† 55.536† 0.557† 0.793† 0.324† 0.522† 0.061†

GPMN 4.899† 0.696† 7.785† 11.724† 32.730† 0.353† 0.391† 0.301† 0.542† 0.084†

PerCVAE 5.114† 0.299† 7.380† 14.098† 49.733† 0.469† 0.657† 0.299† 0.903† 0.086†

Speaker 4.994† 0.113† 7.868† 6.035† 19.007† 0.492† 0.712† 0.311† 0.225† 0.082†

PersonaWAE 3.510† 0.155† 10.546† 2.551† 19.743† 0.563† 0.757† 0.307† 1.740† 0.103†

DHAP 9.324† 0.894† 14.122† 15.175† 58.806† 0.523† 0.747† 0.313† 1.791† 0.144†

MSP (Ours) 11.875 5.108 15.563 24.203 73.196 0.605 0.883 0.331 2.170 0.297

R
ed

di
t

Seq2Seq 1.820† 0.023† 4.069† 5.203† 19.485† 0.545† 0.554† 0.470† 0.051† 0.029†

MMI 2.065† 0.011† 3.784† 5.914† 31.093† 0.543† 0.607† 0.454† 0.085† 0.038†

DialoGPT 4.735† 0.397† 8.943† 6.353† 29.106† 0.604† 0.733† 0.448† 0.137† 0.040†

GPMN 2.686† 0.376† 4.776† 12.325† 35.762† 0.406† 0.331† 0.358† 0.189† 0.037†

PerCVAE 5.933† 0.576† 8.112† 9.631† 40.213† 0.637† 0.649† 0.499† 0.212† 0.040†

Speaker 2.642† 0.054† 4.469† 8.951† 34.187† 0.538† 0.606† 0.457† 0.115† 0.031†

PersonaWAE 2.637† 0.113† 8.199† 1.758† 25.915† 0.629† 0.685† 0.442† 0.206† 0.032†

DHAP 6.858† 0.737† 11.720† 18.707† 66.932 0.709 0.721† 0.539 0.227† 0.111†

MSP (Ours) 7.174 0.883 12.171 21.247 68.897 0.716 0.764 0.545 0.276 0.137

Table 2: The result of human evaluation on Weibo
dataset. “†” indicates that our model achieves signifi-
cant improvement in t-test with p-value < 0.05.

Model Readability Informativeness Personality

Seq2Seq 1.76† 1.37† 0.11†

MMI 1.96† 1.88† 0.19†

DialoGPT 2.33 2.10† 0.32†

GPMN 2.01† 2.16† 0.35†

PerCVAE 2.10† 2.01† 0.39†

Speaker 1.89† 1.44† 0.24†

PersonaWAE 1.81† 2.01† 0.32†

DHAP 2.29† 2.19† 0.55†

MSP (Ours) 2.37 2.39 0.67

Ground-Truth 2.71 2.66 0.76

Table 3: The results of ablation experiments on Weibo
dataset.

Models BLEU-1 BLEU-2 P-Cover

MSP (Full) 11.875 5.108 0.297
w/o User Refiner 6.093 0.757 0.151
w/o Topic Refiner 6.163 0.839 0.178
w/o Token Refiner 4.213 0.609 0.116
w/o Current U’s Profile 9.365 3.146 0.238
w/o Similar Us’ Profile 6.413 0.871 0.245
w/o Joint Training 6.070 0.749 0.130

5 Further Analysis496

We further conduct a series of analyses to elaborate497

our model. All analysis here is based on the Weibo498

dataset, while similar results can be observed on499

the Reddit dataset.500

Ablation Study. To investigate the impact of differ- 501

ent modules in MSP, we conduct an ablation study 502

by removing or using different strategies in each 503

module. 504

We first study the influence of the refiners at 505

three levels. (1) We remove the user refiner and 506

train our model using randomly sampled users. We 507

can see the performance of all metrics drops. This 508

illustrates that our MSP model can select users that 509

shares the same interests as the current user and 510

thereby improving response quality. (2) We remove 511

the topic refiner and supply the token refiner with 512

full dialogue history. The performance degradation 513

demonstrates that various topics in dialogue his- 514

tory introduce lots of noise, misleading the token 515

refiner on extracting valuable tokens, thus impair- 516

ing the personalized response generation. (3) We 517

eliminate the token refiner and feed all dialogue 518

history sentences directly into the generator.8 The 519

decline in performance implies the effectiveness 520

and necessity of token selection. It is worth noting 521

that, as compared to using the complete history, 522

our selection strategy can reduce training time by 523

41.6%, considerably increasing efficiency. All of 524

the aforementioned experimental results suggest 525

that MSP’s advantage stems from high-quality per- 526

sonalized information extraction rather than simply 527

introducing additional information. 528

8Due to the length limitation of GPT-2, history with more
than 512 tokens will be truncated.
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Figure 2: Comparison with the retrieval-based model
on the Weibo dataset.9
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Figure 3: Experiments with the different number of user
profiles on the Weibo dataset.9

We then explore the impact of personalized infor-529

mation from two sources, i.e., the current user’s pro-530

file and the similar users’ profile. Removing either531

of them results in decreased performance. This ex-532

emplifies their usefulness. Specifically, compared533

with similar users’ profiles, eliminating the current534

user’s profile will hurt the personalization effect535

heavily. This result shows that, for personalization,536

the current user’s profile is more essential than that537

of similar users, which is quite intuitive. However,538

the similar users’ profile has a significant effect539

on BLEU-1/2, implying that such profile can pro-540

vide abundant information for response generation.541

Consequently, integrating both types of profiles542

significantly improves response generation.543

Finally, we conduct an experiment to validate544

our proposed joint training for the token refiner.545

The declining performance indicates that the token546

refiner is unable to extract useful information in the547

absence of additional supervision signals. Indeed,548

when the sentence matching task is removed, the549

token refiner extracts tokens that are relevant to the550

current query, which is less useful for generating a551

personalized response.552

Influence of the selection mechanism. To val-553

9To keep the dimensionality consistent, P-Cover is multi-
plied by a factor of 100.

idate the effectiveness of our proposed selection 554

mechanism, we replace the refiner with a tradi- 555

tional retrieval method (i.e., BM25 (Robertson and 556

Walker, 1994)). Specifically, we use the query to 557

retrieve 15 relevant responses and feed them into 558

our model for training. The experimental results 559

are shown in Figure 2. We can observe that the re- 560

trieval strategy achieves comparable performance 561

with our model on word-overlap and embedding- 562

based metrics. This suggests that the relevant di- 563

alogue history for the query can provide valuable 564

information for response generation. However, the 565

retrieval strategy performs poorly on diversity and 566

personalization metrics. This demonstrates that, 567

without careful selection, the retrieved information 568

is too generic and thus less helpful for personalized 569

response generation. 570

Influence of the personalized tokens amount. In 571

MSP, three refiners are designed to extract person- 572

alized tokens for response generation. Intuitively, 573

the amount of the tokens will have an effect on the 574

refiner’s performance. We report this influence in 575

Figure 3. As we can see in the left part, the quality 576

of response generation improves with more tokens 577

used. This is because fewer tokens are incapable 578

of covering sufficient personalized information for 579

response generation. Our MSP model performs 580

optimally when about 200 personalized tokens are 581

selected. When more tokens are introduced, the 582

performance degrades. The potential reason is that 583

more tokens would bring noise to the generation. 584

This is consistent with our speculation that the dia- 585

logue history is noisy and the information selection 586

is both effective and necessary.10 587

6 Conclusion 588

In this work, we propose an MSP model for person- 589

alized response generation. Unlike previous related 590

work, we utilize a refiner structure to extract query- 591

aware persona information from large-scale dia- 592

logue history. The multi-level refiners can sparsely 593

extract valuable information from dialogue history 594

and leverage similar users’ information to enhance 595

the current user’s personalization. Experimental 596

results confirm the effectiveness of our model on 597

generating informative and personalized responses. 598

10Due to the space limitation, we present a case study in
Appendix E.
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Table 4: Statistics of the reddit and weibo datasets.

Reddit Weibo

# Users 78,031 46,973
Avg. history length 72.385 30.830
Avg. # words of query 19.8 22.9
Avg. # words of response 9.1 9.6
# Training samples 5,734,129 1,495,149
# Validation samples 10,000 10,000
# Testing samples 10,000 10,000

Table 5: The results of extra evaluation metrics on
Weibo dataset and Reddit Dataset. “†” indicates that our
model achieves significant improvement in t-test with
p-value < 0.05. The best results are in bold.

BLEU-3 BLEU-4 ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2

W
ei

bo

Seq2Seq 0.011† 0.001† 8.740† 0.373†

MMI 0.046† 0.007† 5.316† 0.105†

DialoGPT 0.114† 0.027† 9.414† 0.632†

GPMN 0.359† 0.066† 8.086† 0.753†

PerCVAE 0.466† 0.089† 7.946† 0.485†

Speaker 0.107† 0.041† 7.997† 0.155†

PersonaWAE 0.889† 0.155† 11.341† 0.358†

DHAP 1.170† 0.401† 14.131† 3.608†

MSP (Ours) 3.973 3.522 16.249 5.812

R
ed

di
t

Seq2Seq 0.007† 0.001† 3.989† 0.233†

MMI 0.007† 0.003† 3.960† 0.245†

DialoGPT 0.054† 0.010† 8.977† 0.610†

GPMN 0.039† 0.006† 4.896† 0.330†

PerCVAE 0.068† 0.009† 8.004† 0.540†

Speaker 0.021† 0.005† 4.017† 0.245†

PersonaWAE 0.029† 0.007† 8.247† 0.517†

DHAP 0.079† 0.013† 10.680† 0.697†

MSP (Ours) 0.106 0.019 11.078 0.745

A Statistics of The Datasets852

We adopt our experiment on two different datasets.853

The Weibo dataset contains about 46K users and854

about 1.5M samples (query, response, dialogue his-855

tory), and the Reddit dataset has 78K users and856

5.7M samples. The details of statistical informa-857

tion are shown in Table 4.858

B Implement Details859

We experiment with multiple sets of parameters to860

select the best model, and the final parameters are861

as follows: The dimension of the embeddings and862

Transformer hidden units is 768. The number of863

heads in the Transformer is 12. We use 12 layers in864

the decoder and 2 layers in the query encoder. The865

topic number is 15, and the similar user number866

is set to 10. The selected profile token number is867

200 for the Weibo dataset and 30 for the Reddit868

dataset. The batch size is 128. Following (Holtz-869

man et al., 2020), we adopt nucleus sampling as our870

Table 6: Criteria of human evaluation.

Metric Score Criteria

Read.
1 not a complete sentence or hard to read

2 grammatically formed

3 fluent and well to read

Infor.
1 meaningfulness sentence

2 contains few informative words

3 have a clear and specific meaning

Per. 0 doesn’t resemble any user history

1 reflect some personal information as
same as user history

decoding strategy. We use the Adam (Kingma and 871

Ba, 2015) optimizer for refiner and AdamW with a 872

warm-up method for the generator to optimize the 873

parameters in our model and adopt the suggested 874

hyper-parameters for optimization. 875

C Extra Experimental Results 876

As n-gram word overlap metrics can reflect user 877

speaking style more accurately, we evaluate the 878

BLEU-3/4 (Papineni et al., 2002), and the result is 879

shown in Table 5. It is consistent with other evalu- 880

ations that our model outperforms every indicator. 881

This demonstrates that user profiles also contain 882

speaking style information, and our model can use 883

the information to achieve a personalized response. 884

D Criteria of Human Evaluation 885

Following (Chan et al., 2019), we adopt three as- 886

pects to evaluate the generated response. i.e., read- 887

ability: is the response grammatically formed and 888

smooth; informativeness: does the response con- 889

tains informative words; personalization: does the 890

response resembles any user history. The details of 891

scoring criteria are shown in Table 6. 892

E Case Study 893

To show the effect of our model more concretely, 894

we adopt a case study, and the results are shown 895

in Table 7. It shows that our model can extract 896

profiles from both current and similar users and 897

generate informative and personalized responses. 898

Specifically, in his dialogue history, he mentioned 899

sports H1, H2 and music H3, H4 topics. Firstly, 900

we can select similar users who also talk about 901

sports and music, using the user refiner. Then, as 902

the query is related to music topic, we extract the 903

current and sim users’ dialogue history responses 904
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Table 7: Case study for one example. Due to space limitations, we present a few user history responses and few
references.

History

H1: Liverpool’s configuration has the life of a champion, support it!
H2: Champion Liverpool!
H3: I like to listen to music.
H4: The songs on this album are really beautiful, so worth enjoying.

Query New album "How Am I? -The sun rises as it always does", the first single "Ember" heals the system, go listen!

Persona Reference R1: I like to listen to music.
R2: The songs on this album are really beautiful, so worth enjoying.

Sim Reference R1: Quite like this type of song.
R2: Angela Leung’s "Ember" is really good.

Persona Profile like, song, album, beautiful, enjoying

Sim Profile like, song, Angela Leung, good, Ember

Response
DialoGPT: My little heart has flown.
MSP(Ours): Angela Leung’s song is very good.
Golden: Angela Leung’s songs must be listened to.

about music topic R1, R2 by topic refiner. Further-905

more, the token refiner selects some meaningful906

and personalized words from long sentences of907

reference. In this case, we can find that the token908

refiner extracts some compliment words (like, beau-909

tiful, enjoying) from current user’s history sentence910

since the current user likes listening to music. And911

the token refiner captures more concrete tokens912

from sim users’ history sentence, such as “Angela913

Leung” and “Ember”. By combing two profiles,914

our personalized generator gets an informative and915

personalized response close to ground-truth. In916

contrast, DialoGPT generates a fluent but meaning-917

less response to the query.918
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